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Welcome on board the Train
Rouge !
Take a seat and let this brochure
take you on a journey through
different villages such as
Espira de l’Agly, Cases-de-Pène,
Estagel, Maury, St-Paul-de-Fenouillet,
Caudiès-de-Fenouillèdes,
Lapradelle-Puilaurens and Axat.
You can visit all these charming
villages at your own pace.
You can reach the centre of each
village on foot from the train
station you get off, simply follow
the sign “Train Rouge”.

On the route of the Cathar castles
alongside the Agly valley, each
village welcomes you to discover
its history and heritage.
If you are a history enthusiast you
can visit some unique sites
such as “le Chapitre” 
of St-Paul-de-Fenouillet, Puilaurens
castle, Notre-Dame-de-Laval and
numerous hermitages.
If you enjoy nature  you can go
on walks, swim in Galamus

Gorges clear waters, also take
advantage of Aude river gorges
to go rafting and canyoning and
why not climb on the via Ferrata
on the Clue de la Fou.

A ride on The Train Rouge
offers you mind-blowing views
and landscapes.
Village fêtes are organised
during the summer months when
you can appreciate local
products and traditions.
Test your taste buds and spoil
yourself in trying local food and
wine such as the Maury natural
soft wine  and “Le Croquant de
St Paul” a delicious almond
biscuit !
The area has so much to offer
that you can extend your stay
with us and stay in our local
accommodations open all year
around !
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Espira de l’Agly is a sunny gateway
that lies in between Corbières foothills
and Montpins forest.

Both sides of the river Agly overlooked
by 455 metres high Espira Mount got
populated thousands of years ago.

In 845 A D, Jacques the First, king of
Aragon mentioned Espira in a charter.
The charter granted the right of pasture
on the royal grounds to the “Aspira”
prior. In 1000, a simple church was
built at the bottom of the tower bell.

Half a century later the cloister
made by a workshop in Cuxa was
built on the back of the priory
subjected to St Augustin rules.
It doesn’t exist anymore, it has been
partially reconstructed in an United
States museum.

By the time it reached the 12th century,
the monastery counted 100 monks and
44 nuns. In 1195, Bernard Castello
arrival seemed to have benefited from
the priory in terms of wealth.

With the skills of the Lombards workers
and his resources, Bernard Castello

contributed to what the building looks
like today.

St Marie’s church
St Marie’s church listed building since
1886 is one of the most original roman
monument in the Roussillon region.

It is most famous for its authentic carved
columns and capital on the gate.
You can appreciate the elegance of this
building looking at the nave’s marble
wall going up to the bell tower which
testifies the importance of the building at
the time.

This white marble is found inside the
church and all pieces of furniture are
listed.

Notre-Dame-des-Anges
The wealthy Christian family, The Ferrer,
made its mark on the history of Notre-
Dame-des-Anges convent.

It is in the middle of the 19th century
when Vincent Ferrer expressed the wish
to establish a Trappist cistercian
monastery on his Espira de l’Agly estate.
Therefore the Holy order decided to
create a Trappist nun community.
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In 1852, the convent got founded by a
dozen of nuns. By 1900, there were one
hundred nuns in the religious community.
In July 1901, the state ordered to close
the school under the Combes laws
(the laws decreeing secularism in
France).

It was then made public and official on
the 10th of July 1904 and the school
closed for good on the 1st of October.

The community decided to sell all its
belongings.

Then they went, and established
themselves somewhere else.

After 19 years of exile in Spain, the
community came back to Dordogne
region in Echourgnac monastery. 

The deserted convent was used to keep
German prisoners during the First World
War and in 1922 Marist Brothers
started a catholic school which is still in
activity today.

La tour del Far
The tower built in the 11th century at the
height of 512 metres, was to send signals
from Opoul and Salses of a potential
enemy attack.

In fact, its geographical position allowed
a good communication with around 15
towers and castles in the surrounding area
such as Madeloc tower in the south and
Aguilar castle in the north.

The tower lost its military function by the
15th century.

Agricultural heritage
At the beginning of the century, Espira
was well known for its fruits and
vegetables production such as the
Jaoumets grapes, apricots and garden
vegetables.

Today, winemaking is the main activity,
you can find many wine cellars where
you can enjoy locally produced wine.

Quarries 
Guess what have in common : Nappies,
toothpaste, motorway, plastic gutter,
aspirin pill or even a ski shoe or paint…?

They all have in common one of these
stone find in a quarry such as sandstone,
limestone, gypsum, marble, feldspar…
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Two different quarries are found in the
area. In one of them will be extracted
siliceous black rock use for the road and
the railway ballast and in the other one
will be found white limestone used in
building work.
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Town hall 
27 rue du 4 septembre
66600 Espira de l'Agly
Tél. 04 68 64 17 53 
contact@espira.com 
www.espira.com
Opening hours: 
Monday to Friday, 
8.30-12.30 / 13.30-18.00

Pays Touristique Agly-Verdouble
Maison Torreilles 
2, Place Francisco Ferrer 
66310 ESTAGEL
Tél: 04 68 29 10 42 
agly-verdouble@wanadoo.fr
www.agly-tourisme.fr
Opening hours:
Monday to Friday,
from 10.00-12.00 / 14.00-18.00 

Visits and activities :
Eglise Sainte-Marie
Walk Le tour de Montpins
Wine cellar visits:
Contact The Pays Touristique
Agly-Verdouble for more information.

Useful information

To know more :



It all started on the right side of the river
where Comtal de Pena castle perched.
This castle from the 11th century was
built on the Roc of Redoun at 335-metre
height.
The only remains left today are a couple
of walls and the bottom of a tower.
In 1012, Bernard Taillefer, Count of
Bésalu gave the castle to his son Guillem :
this was the first time the castle was to
be known. It was passed down onto
different people and sold to the Espira
priors in 1265.
By then the castle had lost its strategic
position and was therefore abandoned.
The site and the stones were then used
to build a hermitage.

Notre-Dame-de-Pène Hermitage
The hermitage which replaces Comtal
de Pena castle can be seen from Cases-
de-Pène train station.
The first hermit came in 1488.
In the 17th and 18th century, hermits
were considered as knowledgeable
people and did not live isolated from
society. People came to see them for
their wisdom and instruction.

By the French Revolution in 1790, all
the church assets were taken by the
state. Notre-Dame-de-Pène chapel was
then bought Cases-de-Pène village.
Later the anti-religious laws were made
more flexible which allowed hermitages
to reopen.

Therefore in 1843, one hermit came to
Notre-Dame-de-Pène. However, since
the 18th century the non-religious were
in charge but it ended in the 50's.
In 2000, the hermitage was restored
and listed historical monument.
A pilgrimage starting from a path in the
village, is organised every Easter
Monday and Whit Sunday.

The village
Overlooking Saint Colombes hamlet is
Comtal castle. The village took the name
of the castles’church and the people that
lived there were protected.
It is likely that the war or floods resulted
on the village to be abandoned. In the
13th century, some houses were built on
the left side of the river.
Those houses were called “Cassasses”.
It’s only in 1772 that the village was
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named “Casas de Pena” which mean
“houses on the rock”.
After the French Revolution, the village
became independent and was named
Cases-de-Pène. 
Wandering around the village you will
find yourself on the République square
in the centre of the village where you
can admire the “Ninet” (it means little
boy in Catalan).

The fountain is the replica of one of the
Versailles fountain. It was given by a
village resident in 1902. 
St Colombe church is said to be back
from the 17th century. The particularity
of the church is that the bell tower built
in red bricks is composed of three bells
in a shape of an arch. At that time, the
church was dedicated to St-Pantaleon,
doctor of the Emperor Maximian.
But eventually, the church took back the
name of St Colombe, the original name
given to the old church built on the right
side of the river.
Cases-de-Pène town hall, situated
down the Agly River, is built in
Le Corbusier style in 1934, and is the
second building in the county to be built
in reinforced concrete. As you go
through the village, you can appreciate
the local architecture of the houses built
in “cayrou” (it means brick in Catalan),
usually used around windows and door

frames. If you take a closer look, you
can observe bits of bricks inserted into
the wall. This decorative feature is also
a way to maintain mortar into place. 
If you take the direction of Tautavel on
the way out the village, you will see del
Far tower (512m). You can access it by
a walking path. The tower built in the
11th century was to send signals
coming from Opoul or Salses, either by
fire at night or smoke during the day, of
a possible enemy attack. Its
geographical situation being at a
strategic point it communicated with
around 15 castles of the area.
This is why you can appreciate several
towers blending in the Pyrénées
Orientales landscape.

Le Jaoumet
The Jaoumet meaning "the little
Jacques", is a specific type of grapes
that reaches its maturity around the St
Jacques (end of July) on the Roman
Catholic calendar. A Trappist monk
introduced the Jaoumet in the middle of
the 19 th century.
During that time, it was only cultivated
in a small area including Espira de
l'Agly, St Estève, Baixas and Cases-de-
Pène. It is one of the first grapes going
on sale on the market stall. The fruit gets
to grow in a hot weather so reaches
maturity quickly.
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In 1930, 500 000 vine stocks produced
900 tonnes of grapes. As the time went
on, the grapes disappeared from the
market stall and the farmers had to pull
out the vines from their lands. It has now
been reintroduced and you can taste it
during the Jaoumet festival at the
beginning of August.

Bird watch
If you look at the sky in Cases-de Pène
village of there is a chance to see
golden eagles and Bonelli eagles. The
diversity and the quality of the land are
prime examples of the presence of those
birds. However, the future of those birds
is threatened due to the growing human
activity.
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Town hall  
1 Avenue de l'Hôtel de Ville
66600 Cases-de-Pène
Tél. 04 68 38 90 90 
mairie.casesdepene@wanadoo.fr
Opening hours: Monday to Friday,
9.00-12.00 / 13.00-17.00

Pays Touristique Agly-Verdouble 
Maison Torreilles 
2, Place Francisco Ferrer 
66310 ESTAGEL
Tél: 04 68 29 10 42 
agly-verdouble@wanadoo.fr 
www.agly-tourisme.fr
Open all year: Monday to Friday,
10.00-12.00 / 14.00-18.00 

Visits and activities :
Hermitage de Notre-Dame-de-Pène :
No disabled access 
Visits on appointments only 
Contact M. LAMBERT :
06.74.85.23.51
Walks starting point
by the Aire de Moulinas roundabout

Visits of wine cellars : Contact
Pays touristique Agly-Verdouble

Useful information

To know more :



Estagel was the border between the
French and Spanish kingdoms.
The village has always been a linking
point between the Languedoc-Roussillon
and the Agly Valley.

The first time when Estagel village got
mentioned was in a charter of Lagrasse
abbey (Aude) under Charlemagne reign
but the area got inhabited since
prehistoric time. 
The name of the village got mentioned
again in a Papal bull in 951 and was
named “Villa Stagello" and then
“Estagellum“.
In the 13th century, the treaty of Corbeil
(1258) stated that "Les Fenouillèdes"
would be part of the kingdom of France.
This situation created a bad atmosphere
between the surrounding villages.
In fact, Estagel was the last village on
the border, still in Catalonia ,whereas
Latour de France and even Maury were
then part of the French Kingdom. Habits
and traditions varied greatly.
For instance, in Maury, the language of
Oc was spoken whereas in Estagel it
was Catalan. The continuous wars
between France and Spain arouse
hatred between the villages.

In 1542, the French plundered the
village of Estagel setting fire to the city
wall and the church.
The only remains of the fortified village
is the "Tour de l'Horloge". By 1330,
the villages got together to build a water
canal going from Latour de France to
Estagel.
The canal irrigated the plain and
allowed the water to flow to the water
mills to make oil and flour. You can still
see this irrigation system in some gardens
(Urbain Paret street and Belfort street).
The battle of 1639, between 230
Estagellois villagers and 300 French
soldiers was quite a memorable fight. It
lasted for 26 hours after which the
villagers gave in. After that fight, they
gain the reputation of being tough
people. It is in 1659 that Estagel lost its
status of a border village. 
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Saint Etienne - Saint Vincent church
You can enjoy the visit of the St Etienne
church in the old town.
This church is dedicated to both St Etienne
and St Vincent. We are not sure of the
exact date of the building, it may be 14th
or 12th century according to a vague
deed of 1119.
In one of the chapel, you can appreciate
the original way the baptismal font lies on
a millstone.
This first Roman Catholic style church got
destroyed and rebuilt in the 17th century.
The tower bell is Spanish Baroque style.
It could have been higher however the
money was running out to complete it.
The church, listed historical monument, has
a magnificent altarpiece dated from the
beginning of the 17th century.

A famous man
The statue of François Arago, the most
popular man in Estagel is found near
"La Tour de l'Horloge".
He was born in Estagel in 1796 and
was famous for his skills in astronomy,
mathematics and physics.
He also played an important role in
politics defending republican ideas.
During the revolution in 1848, he was
at the head of the provisional
government.

He then signed the abolition of slavery
in the French colonies.
Stroll around the typical streets behind
the Arago square and admire
stonework carved in the houses' walls
dating from the 17th century...

San-Vicens chapel
The San Vicens or St Vincent chapel
situated at the top of the village offers
you a mind-blowing view of Estagel and
Canigou Mountain.
In the 13th century, the chapel got a
makeover and was then covered by an
arched vault.

The people lost interest in the chapel
and was left to fall apart so it became a
hermitage in the 17th century which
then closed in 1790.
By 1981, the only remains left was the
arched gallery. Little by little the chapel
lost its coating which allowed remains
of the pre-roman apse to be discovered.
The site is now used as an open air
theatre and a picnic area with a
magnificent view on the limestone
mounts of Estagel.
The set-up of the site with its terrace,
enclosures and small wall stones remind
you of old traditions and heritage.

The farmland
Despite the appearances, vine growing
has not always been the main activity in
Estagel.
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In Fact, as you walk along Philippe
Morat Street, you see a lintel which
represents vines and wheat meaning
that the agricultural activities were
diverse.
The plain is irrigated by the Agly water
which helped the farming of olive trees
which were the speciality of Estagel.
You can see the old mill that was used
for the making of the oil near the ravine
of "La Grave".

Today, you can still see some olive
groves but winemaking has become the
main agricultural activity.

L’Agly
Agly valley is a welcoming land to a lot
of bird species.
In fact, the valley was named after the
bird of prey the eagle which testify the
importance of birds in the valley.
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Town hall
6 Avenue Docteur Torreilles
66310 Estagel 
Tél.04 68 29 00 32 
www.estagel.fr 
mairie-estagel@wanadoo.fr
Opening hours: 
Monday to Friday: 
8.30-12.00 / 13.30-17.00. 
Late opening on Thursdays 
and Fridays until 18.00.

Pays Touristique Agly-Verdouble 
Maison Torreilles 
2 Place Francisco Ferrer 
66310 Estagel
Tél. 04 68 29 10 42 
agly-verdouble@wanadoo.fr 
www.agly-tourisme.fr
Opening Hours: 
Monday to Friday 
10.00-12.00 / 14.00-18.00 

Visits and activities in Estagel :
St-Etienne - St-Vincent church : 
Open mornings only weekdays.
No disabled access
St-Vincent (Sant Vicens) Chapel Situated
on the hill on the east of Estagel.
No disabled access

Village visits :
Association Villa Stagello
Tél : 04 68 29 07 57
contact@villa-stagello.fr  
www.villa-stagello.fr

Wine cellar visits : 
Get information
from Pays Touristique Agly-Verdouble.

Walks starting point Espace Mandela.

Useful information

To know more :



Maury is a beautiful little village
whose history is linked to the Cathare
castle of Quéribus.
The castle of Quéribus became fortified
when the treaty of Corbeil got signed in
1258 and was then used as a border
until the Pyrénées treaty was signed in
1659.

Maury started to develop this
exceptional Natural Sweet Wine during
the 19th-20th century.
The wine obtains in 1936 the
guaranteed label quality of Maury,
(AOC, Appellation d'Origine Contrôlée
"Maury").
The soil mainly composed of schist offers
a perfect recipe to produce wine.
The land of Maury, a mixed of hills,
valleys, vineyards and Mediterranean
forest is a must-see scenery.
Going out of the village towards the
Cathare route, you come across a
shady picnic area and an artificial lake
where you can find the start of a
mountain bike path and of an
orienteering walk.
If you enjoy plants and animals you can
take a walk following a path explaining
all about surrounding Mediterranean

plants. If you carry on walking, you will
get to the Quéribus Castle which the
French monarch took possession of in
1255. 
If you stroll around Maury you can
experience a village full of culture such
as the famous Trompe l'oeil.
You can enjoy Maury all year around
with its different organized events. In
April, you can enjoy “cheese and
chocolate”.
In May, "la balade gourmande des
Amorioles" where you can taste Maury
wines .
In June the music festival of "Voix de
femmes" where international artists
come to perform.
In July and August, an art exhibition
called "Toutes toiles dehors" can be
seen in the village streets. Maury is full
of life in the summer, you can also enjoy
a car boot sale and a potters market.

L’AOP Maury
Maury is situated in the centre of the
PDO (In French: AOP Appellation
d'Origine Protégée). However, there are
three other PDO (Protected Designation
of Origin) on the territory such as
Muscat of Rivesaltes, côtes du Roussillon
and côtes du Roussillon Village.
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The INAO (Institut National de l'Origine
et de la Qualité), the national institute of
origin and quality gave its recognition
to the land of Maury on the 6th of
August 1936.
The vineyards farm on the land of four
different villages. In the east direction is
Tautavel (800 Ha), in the south
Rasiguères (50 Ha), St Paul de
Fenouillet in the west (850 Ha) and
Maury (846 Ha). 

The particularity of the land is the schist.
Its sheet-like grains allow the root of the
vine to deepen in the ground so it finds
the essential moist to grow.
During the day the black colour absorbs
the heat and releases it at night which
makes the grapes rich in sugar.
It is important to note, that Natural
Sweet Wine production is only possible
with low-yield soils.
Maury produces in average 26hl/ha
that is 750 to 800 gr of grapes per vine.
The secret of Maury's great wines lies in
the natural elements !

The sun shines 280 days per year and
the Tramontane (strong, dry cold wind
from the north-west), blows on average
every three days. So since 2011 the dry
wines also have the AOP. The main
variety of wine produced in Maury is
Grenache Noir. This robust black grape
handles well the lack of water.

How is it made ?
Head of Montpellier University and
doctor at the Palace of the Majorque
Kings, Arnau de Vilanova discovered in
1285 "le mutage" (the match between
the grape liquor and its brandy).
Mutage is a procedure of making sweet
wine by adding alcohol (96°) to the
grape juice, which contains yeast
formation and stops the fermentation
process.

This process gives wine a sweet taste.
As a result, this wine making process is
used to produce sweet wine with higher
alcohol content.
Mutage is mostly used to produce Vin
Doux Naturel (Sweet Natural Wine).

Going through the village...
Arriving from Estagel, look up the
hillocks and admire the St- Roch Chapel
overlooking the village.
Despite the appearances of a roman
style, the chapel is from the 19th
century.
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It was built and consecrated to St- Roch
in recognition of its "miraculous
protection" during the cholera
pandemic.
Situated in the north of the village
following the sign posted towards
Cucugnan, you find the Roubials path
where you can enjoy a walk through
Mediterranean forests and vines and
enjoy the local plants and animals life.
Let the perfume of lavender, thyme and
rosemary guide you through this
enjoyable informative family friendly
walk. Information points can be found
on the side of the path with explanations
on the climate, geology and local
animals and plants.
Maury, in the deep of Agly valley, is a
gateway to the Cathare region, with a
land rich in winemaking, outdoor
activities and traditions.
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Maison du Terroir
Avenue Jean Jaurès 66460 Maury
Tel: 04 68 50 08 54
maisonduterroir@gmail.com
Disabled access

For the opening time you need to
contact the town hall.

July and August : Open every day.
10.00 -13.00 / 14.30 -19.00

September to June term time
only Tuesday to Friday
9.00 -12.00

September to June
during school Holidays :
Contact the townhall directly:
Tel. 04 68 59 15 24
mairie.maury@wanadoo.fr
maury-village.com

Visits and activities :
La Chapelle Saint-Roch
Make an appointment with the town hall
to visit: 04 68 59 15 24.
Free admission. No disabled access.

Trompe l'oeil path is free access

Walks :
Le sentier du Roubials: 2h
Le dernier bastion cathare : 4h
Le chemin des Amorioles : 2h
Walks starting point at the leisure centre
next to la Maison du Terroir.

Wine cellars visit :
Information at the Point Info Tourisme.

Useful information

To know more :



Mediterranean village located
between sea and mountains in Cathar
area route between Agly and  Boulzane
rivers.
The two rivers dug their way through the
foothills of the Corbières creating
natural beauties : The Galamus Gorge
(north) where you can go canyoning
and La Clue de la Fou (south) where
you can practice Via Ferrata.

St Paul, an ancient roman village has a
particular architecture such as le
Chapitre a 13th century collegiate
renovated in the 17th century.
Traditionally St Paul is a village of
industry and wine-making but little by
little the outdoor activities and eco-
tourism are developing taking
advantage of its magnificent
surroundings.

Le Chapitre
Symbol of St Paul, le Chapitre is listed
historical monument. It is situated in the
centre of the village.
Overlooking the village with fantastic
views of the valley, the Galamus Gorge
and la Clue de la Fou, is the

heptagonal-shaped bell tower from the
17th century.
The collegiate under the Alet diocese
created in the 8th century contributed a
lot to the administration and the
organisation of the local government up
until the end of the 18th century.
It was then sold and made into private
flats. Now, it belongs to the State again
and undergoes important renovation
works partly financed by the State and
the village. Inside there is a museum of
arts and traditions, archaeology,
numismatic and minerals.
Continue the visit of St Paul and stop at
St Pierre church which originates from
the 11th century but got rebuild at the
beginning of the 14th century.
A token of its heritage can be seen
above the door of the south entrance.
Inside the church is a nice decor
altarpiece, columns, sculptures...

St-Antoine of Galamus Hermitage
An hour walk from the Tourist office is
the troglodyte hermitage of St Antoine
de Galamus.
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Saint-Antoine of Galamus Hermitage
was built in the rock wall in the 7th
century.
At first there was only one cave. In
1782 the chapel that was built
following the “Miracle de Suette”
extended the place.
A pandemic of Suette (gangrene that
made people sweat a lot) spread to the
population of Saint-Paul de Fenouillet
and Saint Antoine supposedly healed
them.
Come and visit this fabulous site where
a magnificent plane tree got planted in
1782 and still grows through the rock.
The visit of the hermitage is free, you
access it by the famous natural listed
“Gorge de Galamus”.
Galamus, a natural site where the Agly
waters dug through limestone walls.

Les Gorges de Galamus
The spectacular site of the Gorges de
Galamus will take your breath away.
The Agly waters has worn away those
limestone walls for more than 500
metres in depth to meet the
Mediterranean Sea.
Running through the rock, the water has
worn away a sheer drop and created
crystal clear water ponds where
waterfall flows into; which is highly
appreciated by canyoning amateurs. 

The Gorges were inaccessible up until
1890, it was only thanks to workmen
hanging in emptiness equipped with
iron bars, who cut a small winding road
to link the village of Cubières-sur-
Cinoble with Saint-Paul-de-Fenouillet.
The amazing view of the Canigou and
la Clue de la Fou can be admired from
the gorges.

Clue de la Fou
The Clue de la Fou shaped as a V is a
gap in the mountain, it can be seen
going out of St Paul towards Ansignan.
Gorges de la Fou spitting image of
Galamus cuts the mountain chain of
Lesquerde.
It opens the way to all villages of
Fenouillèdes and Conflent. The Roman
Bridge over the river shows ancestral
action from humans.
If you look close enough at the remains,
you will see "les Marmites de géant"
(giant cauldron) the legend tells us that
the fairies came to this waterhole formed
by the rock erosion, to do their laundry. 
The environment being so beautiful, it
was an ideal site to open a Spa in 1906
which then closed in 1914. Already the
St Paulais and the tourists seduced by the
scenery of this Blue Mountains knew how
to take advantage of the sulphured,
limestone mineral water. The water runs
at 24°C all year around.

Les Croquants, speciality
of St Paul de Fenouillet 
The tradition of the famous biscuit Le
Croquant of St Paul has lived for two
centuries.
The recipe of this delicious almond
biscuit is handed down from
generations.
The story of the Croquant is linked with
the almond growing in the Fenouillèdes.
It was served at the end of the meal with
Natural Sweet Wine at Easter and
Pentecost.
The 6 ambassadors of the Croquant of
St Paul association keep defending the
trademark of the Croquant often copied.
Let your sweet tooth lead you to the local
biscuit shops and taste Le Croquant de
St Paul !
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Tourist Office
26 bd de l’Agly 
66220 Saint-Paul-de-Fenouillet
Tél : 33 (0)4 68 59 07 57 
E-mail : contact@st-paul66.com
Site internet : www.st-paul66.com

Opening Hours:
September to June : 
Tuesday to Saturday : 
10.00-12.00 /14.00-18.00
July and August : 
Monday to Saturday : 
10.00-12.00 /15.00-19.00
Disabled Access.

Town hall 
20 rue Arago 
66220 Saint Paul de Fenouillet 
Tél. 04 68 59 000 26
mairie.stpaul66@wanadoo.fr
www.st-paul66.com
Opening Hours : Monday to Friday :
9.00-12.00 / 14.00-17.00

Useful information
Visits in St Paul de Fenouillet 
Le Chapitre and museum
Next to the tourist office 
All can be visited at the same time
Same opening time as the tourist office.
Admission fees: Adults: 2e
Reduced price: 1e
Groups from 10 people: 1e
Under 15 are free

Eglise St-Pierre and St-Paul
Place Chanoine Grassaud
66220 St Paul de Fenouillet

Ermitage Saint-Antoine de Galamus :
From April to October.
Opening hours 10.00-19.00
Tel: 33 (0)4 68 73 70 98
Access to the Hermitage can be done
via stairs or by the belvédère car park.
Free entrance / No Disabled Access

Gorges de Galamus :
Buses and campers are not allowed in the
Gorges. It is recommended to visit the
Gorges on foot and to leave the vehicle on
one of the two car parks.
For safety and security reasons, alternate
traffic system operates along the visitor
route in July and August
from 13.00 – 19.00.
Shuttles are available from the car parks.

Clue de la Fou and Roman Bridge
Route Départementale D619.
Accessible all year

Activities :
Find more information from the Tourist
Office of St-Paul de Fenouillet :
Via ferrata - Canyoning 
wine cellar visits 
walks.

To know more :



Caudiès is mentioned for the first time
in 842, when Charles II gave to one of
his knights the state of Fenouillèdes
(Villaria Cauderiae part of the
Fenouillèdes) to protect the region
against Saracens invasions.
The St Pierre castle got then built by
viscounts to close all access to the Agly
Valley.

During that time, castles were
surrounded by farms but the "Cellera"
now called "le Fort" was the only one in
Caudiès and it was used to keep food
and to hide from the Saracens
invasions. In Laval, a kilometre away
from the current village, the church is
built at the bottom of the St-Pierre castle
by the Saint-Jaumes Gorges. In the 12th
century, Arnaud de Fenouillet decided
to build fortifications to surround the Fort.
Also to ensure a better defence and
surveillance of the Agly Valley, the castle
of "Castel Fizel" (Château fidèle: loyal
castle) was built. 

Ancient Fenouillèdes Capital
The peace Treaty of Corbeil was signed
in 1258, St Louis, king of France at the

time, decided on Fenouillèdes to
become part of the French Kingdom.
Caudiès-de-Fenouillèdes becomes a
royal town and headquarters of the
Viguerie in Fenouillèdes.
Despite its geographical situation with
Spain, the religious wars, fires and
plunders, Caudiès took advantage of its
glory and its wealth during 5 centuries.
The border between Occitania and
Cataluna is situated in the south of the
Fenouillèdes, between Estagel and
Latour-de-France.
The Occitan is at the time the national
language in the Fenouillèdes and the
Aude Valley. St Louis set the defence line
from Puilaurens to Quéribus.
The Fenouillèdes were then exposed to
direct Spanish attacks. 

Walking around the town, you notice
the importance the village had during
that time. In fact, the Tower of Viguier
situated in front of the Townhall, listed
historical monument, shows the wealth
and nobility of the owner. A courthouse
opens in Caudiès.
The opening of the courthouse created the
village middle class composed of
magistrates, solicitors, lawyers and bailiffs.
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The two houses on the townhall square
were probably built by them. In the 16th
century, Huguenots (French protestant
during the religious war), established
themselves in the remains of the St-Pierre
castle.
During that time the altarpiece of Notre-
Dame-de-Laval got vandalised.
So at the end of the century, a new
church was built. Inside it is a classic
Versailles Style altarpiece dedicated to
the king, Louis XIV.

The first Federation of France
The news about the events of the 14th
of July (the Bastille is taken by the
revolutionary) reaches the people of
Caudiès on the 3rd of August 1789.
On the 6th of August, all the village
guards met up on the field of Saint-
Sacrement to defend the Col of St Louis.
The town councillors took an oath to
help each other and created the first
federation of France.
Every year at the same date, the people
of Caudiès celebrate this ancestral
republican vow on the townhall square.
Following the creation of the French
departments, the Fenouillèdes is
separated into two administrative
districts, L'Aude and the Pyrénées-
Orientales.

Caudiès loses its status of main town
and integrates St-Paul-de-Fenouillet
district. Even if Caudiès had a
population of 1359 in 1834 ; it now
has only 636 inhabitants. It is a town
pride of its historic past and heritage.

The spiral bridge
Going up the col of St Louis you will be
able to see the magnificent spiral bridge
built in the 19th century under Louis-
Philippe reign.
This bridge was the first toll road since
the revolution and made the connection
between Port-Vendres and Toulouse
easier. If you carry on this road you will
reach the famous Pic of Bugarach
where the end of the world should have
happened in 2012...

Notre-Dame-de-Laval
You can get to Notre-Dame-de-Laval on
foot situated at 1km away from the
village. The chapel was built at the end
of the 15th century on an existent site of
a 9th century church. It is famous for its
location in a pine forest and for its
fabulous altarpiece from the 12th
century.
While Caudiès was a royal town, it was
the main place of worship. People came
to pray and ask for protection against
the plague and cholera.
The altarpiece and statuary are
traditional Fenouillèdes ornaments
exclusively dedicated to St Anne and the
Virgin Mary.
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It is accessible by the Chapel St Anne
via a procession path which takes you
through the door of the old cemetery
"Notre-Dame-de-Douno-Pa"(listed
building). It was twice threatened to be
taken by the state once under the
revolution and the second time under
Napoléon III, but the populations fought
against it and kept it. You can find a
more humble chapel behind the train
station : the Saint Martin Chapel.
This chapel from the 15th century
recently renovated, has a bas-relief
showing St Martin sharing his coat.

Caudiès capital of orchids
In the Agly Valley, the ground of
millstone and schist accompanied by a
Mediterranean climate and an Atlantic
one around the Bugarach mount are the
perfect mixed for the European
indigenous orchid to grow.
It is known to have between 130 to 140
species of orchid in France and 80
species are found here from Bugarach
in the north to Sournia in the south.
It blossoms from March to September so
come and enjoy to admire them during
your walks. 
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Syndicat d'initiative 
Place de la Fédération
66220 – Caudiès de Fenouillèdes
info@caudies-si.fr 
Tél. : 04 68 73 87 37 
www.caudies-si.fr

Town hall 
Place de la Mairie
mairie.caudies@wanadoo.fr
www.mairie-caudies-fenouilledes.fr
Tél. : 04 68 59 92 25
Opening hours: 
Monday to Friday 9.00-11.45

Visits and activities 
Walks starting point
by Syndicat d'initiative.
Visit of Notre-Dame-de-Laval
and guided visit to the village please
get information from le Syndicat
d'Initiative.

Useful information

To know more :



Lapradelle-Puilaurens village situated at
the bottom of the Podio Laurenti is a
mixture of old and new.
Puilaurens is situated in the lower part
of the valley Boulzane and Campérié.

On the northern part of the village sits
Puilaurens Cathare Castle.
The "new town" of Lapradelle appeared
at the convergence of the Boulzane and
the Fenouillèdes valley at the very end
of the 19th century.

The amazing masterpiece of what is the
viaduc of 190m-high testifies of the
importance of the railway in the past.
In fact, Lapradelle was the main stop
between Rivesaltes and Quillan. 

Lapradelle-Puilaurens is surrounded by
forests; one of them being the public
forest of Fanges. 
Les Fanges previously royal forest, was
booming under Colbert who kept the
best pine trees for the wood of the
Galions of Louis XIV.
A 7 kilometer-wall was built to separate
the royal domain to the public forest, in
fact you can still see the fleur-de-lis on
remains.
In the 9th century the Puilaurens region
is called "The Valley of the Saint Cross"
part of the Fenouillèdes County which at
the time is the estate of the Bésalus'
Count.

Puilaurens Castle
It is believed that the castle of Puilaurens
on the Ardu mount (697m) was built
between 958 and 986 on the remains
of an old bastion built by the Visigoths.
The rock was used so they could carve
the stones on site.
The original castle was quite modest,
built as a square tower, got mentioned
in 985 in a King Lothar's text.
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Of a notable shape the castle restored
and enlarged in the 12th century has a
magnificent mode of defence.
In fact, each corner is flanked with a
defensive tower and an esplanade.
Puilaurens is part of the "Five sons of
Carcassonne" like the castles of Termes,
Aguilar, Peyrepertuse and Quéribus.
St Louis King of France made Puilaurens
(original name Pueg Laurenc) in 1255
a fortified castle. It has the role of
sentinel and watched the possible
enemy attack from the south alongside
the other four and could protect
Carcassonne.

The watch of Puilaurens spread from the
Boulzane Valley to the Aude height via
the cols of Albouch and Campérié in the
forest of En Malo.
Because of its impressive architecture,
the access is not made easy.
You must go around the left side of the
mountain and walk on a steep road
going up the river Boulzane and arrive
at the bottom of the castle.
You then hike for a good 15 minutes
via a special botanical path (path
rearrange by the National Forest
Office) which takes you to a winding
path. There are the fortifications with
arrow slit.

A staircase built in 1991 allows you to
get inside the site.
Immense and well-preserved the castle
offers you breathtaking views.
Under the donjon lies secret passages
used to stock supplies but mainly to
escape via the north face of the
mountain. 
It was difficult to attack the castle from
the front.
A few attacks from the Aragonese were
fought off once in 1473 and a second
time in 1495 but didn't succeed !
It is thanks to the help of a spy that the
Spanish took it over in 1635.
They attacked the castle when part of
the army was in Leucate to help other
troops and the rest were out getting
food supplies.
By the time the Treaty of the Pyrénées
(1659) was signed the castle had lost
all importance and got abandoned.
A garrison was kept up until 1804
however it was held by men called
"mortes payes" it meant that they did
not get paid for the job but they were
exempt from taxes.
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Town hall 
Tél. : 04 68 20 52 07
mairie.lapradelle.puilaurens@wanadoo.fr

Pyrénées Audoises Tourisme
Axat (In season) - Tel: 04 68 20 59 61
Quillan (All year) - Tel:  04 68 20 07 78
www.pyreneesaudoises.com

Château de Puilaurens
Tel:  04 68 20 65 26 
chateau.puilaurens@orange.fr
Admission fees: 5€ adult
3€ Children (6yrs – 15yrs)
Groups 4€ (10 adults)
Opening times:
April, October, November: 
10.00 -17.00. 
May: 10.00 -18.00. 
June, September: 10.00 -19.00. 
July, August: 9.00 - 20.00. 
February, March: Week-end
and school holidays: 10.00 -17.00

Useful information Practical Information:
On site you will find :
Free car park , Souvenirs shop,
Toilets with mobility access ,
Picnic area, Vending machine
(drinks and snacks)

Safety and security on site : 
Take water with you.
The access with pushchair is forbidden.
Wear suitable walking shoes. 
Do not pick flowers and plants Animals
must be on a leash 
No visits allowed in stormy weather. 
Hold children hands; 
No disabled access. 

A few walking paths starts by the village
for more information contact : 
Pyrénées Audoises Tourisme

To know more :



Axat, water is the word ! Aude  river
previously Atax in the antiquity is what
makes Axat.
This fast flowing river is famous for
trout fishing (first category) and water
sport activities.

Axat is situated at 398 metres on the
road to Perpignan and Spain (D117
and 18).
At the end of Saint-Georges gorges,
here it is, the unmissable stopover
town of Axat surrounded by its
mountains and green forests.
Go through the village and up to the
old church and you will discover Axat.

The Top district of Axat
At the top is the old part of the village
place known as "Maroc" overlooked
by En Malo mount (1098 metres).
Raymond Dax initiated in 1630 the
building of the village on the remains
of the old church and the castle of
Axat. 

Axat castle
First mentioned in 1306, it was
owned by the Castelport family.
By 1467, it became the estate of
Arnaud Dax and was renovated in the
16th century. In 1637, the population
demanded to be keepers of the castle.
In fact, they used part of it to shelter
in case of an enemy attack.
Its geographical situation between the
Castle of Puilaurens and Puivert was
to prevent any attacks coming from
the vast forests of the Aude Valley.
The castle of Axat as well as the
Castle of Puilaurens was also part of
the plan of defence of Carcassonne.
The castle being in the bad shape and
deserted, the Marquis of Axat
decided in 1793 to build a house at
the bottom of the hill.
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You can still see it today and it kept
the name of “Château”.
The old church perched on the
remains of the old castle offers
fantastic views.

The old church
It is in 1958 that the old church closed
down and was replaced by a new
church built at the bottom of the
village.
As you walk down to the village you
see the well preserved Pont Vieux
from 1630.
A rare work of art built on the
upstream of the river Aude.

Canals Viaduct
The other impressive work of art is the
Viaduct of Canals built at the same
time as the rail track in 1900.
It is made of 9 arches and is 192-
metre long.
Going around the river Aude, the
viaduct goes up the col of Campérié
situated behind the village.

L’Aude
The Axat river spring is by the Carlit
Mountain in the Pyrénées-Orientales.
The river is withheld by barrages in
Matemale and Puyvalador; it then
finds its way through La Pierre-Lys,
Quillan, Campagne sur Aude,
Espéraza, Couiza, Limoux and
Carcassonne where it meets the Black
mountain and goes east towards the
Mediterranean sea.
Axat is also well known for its
contribution in the industry in the past.

Industrial Heritage
In the 18th century, the Lord of Axat
decided to build a blacksmith's
forge. The mix of ore and wood
melted the iron. At the end of the 19th
century, a lot of mechanical sawmills
were established in Axat.
They were all powered by
hydroelectric factories.
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The oldest one being the St-Georges
one, implanted in 1900 by Joachim
Estrade. The initial power of 3.200
horsepower supplies 100 kms of line
in 20.000 Volts.
By 1907, 200 villages of the county
of Aude were supplied in electricity. 
Other factories such as Gesse and
Escouloubre and barrages such as
Aguzou,Puyvalador and Matemale
were built and brought people to the
area. 
The electricity benefited other
industries such as the cardboard
factory opening in 1905 for 29
years. After a few project, by 1923
the new bridge is built in reinforced
cement.
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Town hall 
66 route départementale 
11140 Axat 
Tel. 04 68 20 50 28
mairie.axat@wanadoo.fr
Monday to Friday,
8.30-12.00 / 13.30-18.00
Every other Saturday from 9.00-12.00

Pyrénées Audoises Tourisme 
Axat (In season) - Tél : 04 68 20 59 61
Quillan (All year) - Tél : 04 68 20 07 78
www.pyreneesaudoises.com

Visits and activities:
Canyoning
Walks
Swimming pool

Useful information

To know more :
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Booking information :
Tél. +33 (0)4 68 200 400
Tél. +33 (0)4 68 599 902
E-mail : info@letrainrouge.fr
Web : www.letrainrouge.fr

Train du Pays Cathare et du Fenouillèdes
26 boulevard de l’Agly  - 66220 St-Paul-de-Fenouillet
The train rides from April to October
You have a choice of 4 different routes from 2 hours to a day trip.
The Viaducts route (Axat – Caudiès-de-Fenouillèdes)
The Viaducts and Fenouillèdes route
(Axat - St-Paul-de-Fenouillet)
The Vineyards Route (St-Paul-de-Fenouillet - Espira de l'Agly)
Day trip (Axat - Espira de l'Agly)
How to get there ?
Follow the sign posted TPCF on the RD 117 road from Espira
de l'Agly to Axat.
At Axat train station you can find all information needed at the
welcoming desk where you can buy your tickets. (Toilet facilities).
You can also buy your tickets on board if you have booked in
advance.

Discover the region

on board « le Train Rouge »

Touristic Trains :
The Imperial, covered top waggon with platform, 
from Axat to St-Paul-de -Fenouillet (toilet facilities on board).

The Picasso, covered top waggon 
(No toilet facilities on board)

Disabled and Tourism label

All train stations have disabled access
between Espira de L'Agly and Axat.
All trains are equipped with wheelchair access
and have a dedicated area for people with mobility
difficulties, hard of hearing, and blind or partially-sighted.
Special documentations are available on board.
On all journeys, please change train
at St Paul de Fenouillet.

Jump on board and discover a variety of extraordinary landscapes the region has to offer linking two counties from Axat to Rivesaltes (Aude
to Pyrénées-Orientales). While you enjoy your 60 km journey on the 100 years rail track, our friendly representative will give you a running
commentary of the surroundings. On the route between the Roussillon, the Agly Valley and Fenouillèdes enjoy going through the famous
vineyards overlooked by the Corbières Mountains and the Quéribus Castle. On the Audoise side, forests, the Puilaurens fortified castle,
tunnels and impressive viaduct will guarantee you an extraordinary view alongside the river Aude. 



This brochure was put together by the Syndicat Mixte du Train touristique du Pays Cathare et du Fenouillèdes.
Centre Aragon -66310 Estagel - Tél. 04 68 29 10 42 - E-mail: smixtetpcf@orange.fr

Texts
Syndicat Mixte du Train touristique du Pays Cathare et du Fenouillèdes

Pays Touristique Agly-Verdouble 
Communauté de Communes Agly-Fenouillèdes
Communauté de Communes Pyrénées-Audoises
les mairies d'Espira de l'Agly, Cases-de-Pène,
Estagel, Maury, Saint-Paul-de-Fenouillet

Caudiès-de-Fenouillèdes, Lapradelle-Puilaurens et Axat.
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